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1                           - - -

2             (Transcription start time 52:50.)

3                           - - -

4                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  All right. 

5                      Next up we have on our rearranged 

6          agenda is D4.  

7                      STAFF:  Yes. 

8                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  And that 

9          is a Fleming Ave.

10                      STAFF:  Dr. Rhonda Dunn presenting 

11          on behalf of City Staff, discussion item D4.  

12          The subject property is located at 338 South 

13          Fleming Avenue in the 10th Street neighborhood 

14          Historic District.  The case No. 

15          CD223-003(RD).  

16                      The request is for a certificate of 

17          demolition to demolish primary residential 

18          structure.  And we do have a speaker on this 

19          case.

20                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  We do 

21          indeed. 

22                      Welcome back, Mr. Shear.  

23                      MR. SHEAR:  Thank you. 

24                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Again, I 
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1          need you to give me your name and address.

2                      MR. SHEAR:  Yes, yes.  My name is 

3          Randy Shear, S-H-E-A-R.  And I live at 7027 

4          Gaston Parkway in Dallas, Texas.

5                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  And you 

6          swear or affirm to tell the truth?  

7                      MR. SHEAR:  Yes, I swear to tell 

8          the truth.

9                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Okay.  

10                      And you are here as the 

11          representative of the owner; is that correct?

12                      MR. SHEAR:  Yes, I'm here as the 

13          representative of the owner.

14                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Alrighty.  

15                      And we had another speaker listed, 

16          Mr. David Cossum, is he joining you are not; 

17          do you know? 

18                      MR. SHEAR:  He's going to be 

19          online. 

20                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Okay.  

21                      So we will let you go first and you 

22          have three minutes, which Elaine will set 

23          timing to share with us whatever you wish to 

24          communicate with us, and then we'll ask you 
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1          questions later.

2                      MR. SHEAR:  I actually wrote almost 

3          five pages here, but I'm going to make it very 

4          brief because this project has a lot of 

5          history to it.

6                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  It does 

7          indeed and we've been there for a lot of it.  

8          So you just begin and if you run out of time, 

9          then we'll talk about that one.

10                      MR. SHEAR:  If I do run out of 

11          time, could you just ask me to continue?

12                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Yeah, we 

13          can.  If someone makes a motion that's what we 

14          usually do and then we get more. So just go 

15          ahead with your three minutes first and then 

16          we'll --

17                      MR. SHEAR:  First, I'm going to 

18          talk about the things that have happened more 

19          recently.  That the grant money that -- we 

20          applied for grant money in probably November, 

21          but it continued into December because it 

22          wasn't completed.  At the same time, 

23          unfortunately, then Marie's husband, Larry, 

24          had succumbed to cancer and died on the 16th 
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1          of December, last year. 

2                      In the funding they have recently 

3          told us that we're actually on a waiting list.  

4          That was accepted, the application was 

5          accepted, but we're actually on a waiting list 

6          to get funding.  But that doesn't exactly 

7          change the condition of property and so we're 

8          moving forward with this considering the fact 

9          that the CA was approved last June of last 

10          year.  And we're -- they're actually going to 

11          move forward with both the engineer report and 

12          the code inspection on the property.  It's 

13          possible that the property in this state is 

14          going to be condemned because the condition 

15          over the year has deteriorated even further. 

16                      Just last week I was at the house 

17          and I was able to get interior shots of the 

18          condition as it stands right now.  It is a 

19          public threat because we actually disconnected 

20          the Encore power line, which was tethered to 

21          the building.  And actually each time they 

22          came out to loosen the cable it tightened up 

23          because the building is shifting off of its 

24          Bodark foundations.  
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1                      And it's collapsed now about -- I 

2          think when the bedrock report was done in July 

3          or it was published in October of '21, that 

4          had given the explanation that the building is 

5          80 percent on the ground.  And right now it's 

6          more in the 95 percent, it's collapsed 

7          further.  I  have a whole list of items about 

8          the conditions so I'm not going to repeat them 

9          right now.  You can ask if you'd like. 

10                      Also, that condition allowed Anne 

11          Marie to say that she is keeping the existing 

12          structure and the funding would go towards 

13          pretty much the foundation.  She had one 

14          condition that the CA remains the same.  

15                      COMMISSIONER UNKNOWN:  I move that 

16          we provide the applicant an additional three 

17          minutes. 

18                      COMMISSIONER HAJDU:  I'll second.

19                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  

20          Everybody's second.  Okay.  Mr. Hajdu, you 

21          seconded that. All in favor?  

22                      THE COMMISSION:  Aye.  

23                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  All right.  

24                      Go ahead.  So you have another 
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1          three minutes.

2                      MR. SHEAR:  So separate from the 

3          actual condition of the house, the funding was 

4          an incentive for Anne Marie to fix the house, 

5          so to speak.  But the over the year the 

6          reports that come in to save the house no 

7          matter what, the actual CA that was approved 

8          was not signed by the director and as we know 

9          they had the seven aspects of integrity.  And 

10          their building now and this "CJ Castle" brief 

11          was completed for the CPC meeting.  And at the 

12          CPC meeting, we weren't able to actually show 

13          them the design of the building.  So -- or the 

14          CA was not submitted to the CPC.  So most of 

15          the questions at that meeting were around what 

16          did it look like?  

17                      In fact, one commissioner even 

18          asked she said your design looks like what?  

19          Because that was under the category to replace 

20          it with a more appropriate structure.  That's 

21          the correct term.  But we were always in the 

22          position of saying that the property itself is 

23          irretrievably lost because of its condition 

24          and that still remains.  The house is still a 
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1          non-contributing commercial structure.  The 

2          director was wrong in the briefing of the 

3          demolition by neglect to say that both he did 

4          not know what the property was used for.  It 

5          was a commercial business that had plaster and 

6          statuette company and concrete, those added 

7          weight to the property, which contributed to 

8          the structure collapsing.  

9                      And Anne Marie then had seven 

10          dumpsters take everything on the interior so 

11          that we could actually see the corridors that 

12          we show in the pictures.  I think I added one 

13          picture just to show you how much junk was in 

14          this building.  And we estimate maybe 2 tons 

15          or even more were removed from the structure.  

16          And in some funny way you think that she was 

17          doing good to the building, but maybe that 

18          disturbed the building even further or made it 

19          more unstable will be the word. 

20                      Together with the condition of the 

21          building, the building still remains 

22          commercial and it is non-contributing.  We 

23          feel that we're asking you to -- oh, just one 

24          more paragraph about -- 
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1                      STAFF:  That is your time. 

2                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  I moved we 

3          give the applicant one more minute.  

4                      COMMISSIONER UNKNOWN:  Second. 

5                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Thank you, 

6          sir.  

7                      All in favor?  

8                      COMMISSIONER UNKNOWN:  Aye.  

9                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  All right.  

10                      Proceed.  One minute.

11                      MR. SHEAR:  So in a letter to the 

12          mayor I wrote about trying to find a 

13          compromise. And I actually had something in 

14          mind and when at the CPC meeting I said there 

15          was actually a Plan B that's available to us.  

16          And that was really deconstruction they asked 

17          me and I said I wasn't going to talk about it, 

18          but they finally looked like they wanted to 

19          know.  So I told them that it was 

20          deconstruction, which was actually adopted by 

21          the EPA in 2015.  And has been adopted and 

22          have new ordinances in San Antonio that's been 

23          approved August of last year.

24                      I think that some form of 
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1          deconstruction has to happen on the structure. 

2          So we're here to actually ask you and I think 

3          that we've been on the same page from the very 

4          beginning and I'll tell you why.  Because Anne 

5          Marie got up here a year-and-a-half ago and 

6          she said that she would save every piece of 

7          wood in that building to use in the new 

8          building.  She also -- also -- 

9                      STAFF:  That is your time, sir.

10                      MR. SHEAR:  Just a few sentences, 

11          ma'am?  

12                      Mr. Cummings had talked about a 

13          selective demolition, more recently Dr. Dunn 

14          talked about a manual demolition.  And they 

15          actually asked in the task force meeting in 

16          the first go around for a -- I'm sorry, I just 

17          keep forgetting the word.  But it's another 

18          word for salvage plan, that's it.  The salvage 

19          plan.  And so we're here today to ask this 

20          forum to let the building go through so under 

21          conditions, the conditions would be developed 

22          by you guys, to have the building go forward. 

23                      We also submitted a letter for an 

24          extension on the CA, but that's not for this 
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1          discussion.

2                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Yeah, 

3          okay.  I think we get where you're headed with 

4          this.  We can let Mr. Cossum continue now.  I 

5          see he's here.  He's online, we just need to 

6          see his face.

7                      MR. COSSUM:  Good afternoon, 

8          Commissioner, David Cossum, 10407 Silver Rock 

9          Drive in Dallas, Texas 75218.  

10                      And really, I'm just curious --

11                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Okay.  

12                      And you do you swear or affirm to 

13          tell us the truth today, sir? 

14                      MR. COSSUM:  Yes, ma'am. 

15                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Okay.  

16                      You'll have to speak up because 

17          when you started we could barely hear you so 

18          your microphone needs to be high.

19                      MR. COSSUM:  Will do.  

20                      I really just wanted to make a 

21          couple of observations about the case in that, 

22          you know, it just seems clear that the owner 

23          has had the best intentions from this when she 

24          initially acquired the property back in, I 
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1          think it was June of '21.  She knew it was a 

2          historic district, she was aware that it was 

3          listed as non-contributing at the time.  But 

4          she still wanted to come up with a solution 

5          that recognized the district and the 

6          historical fabric of the district. 

7                      She met with historic preservation 

8          staff almost immediately upon acquiring the 

9          property.  Then had met with them a few times, 

10          then got the engineer's report, I think in 

11          October of '21.  That engineer's report I 

12          think you've seen showed some substantial 

13          difficulties with the foundation of the 

14          structure.  Some of the boat arch piers that 

15          actually toppled over. The joists are rotted 

16          from sitting on the ground.  There were just a 

17          number of structural issues that affected the 

18          integrity of the overall house.  

19                      At the time it seems the Historic 

20          Preservation Office staff given that the 

21          structure was listed as non-contributing had 

22          made a recommendation that the applicant 

23          pursue a demolition to provide a structure 

24          that was more conforming than the existing 
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1          structure.  

2                      And there were reasons why that 

3          structure in the original survey was listed as 

4          non-contributing.  The enclosure of the 

5          porches, other factors that pretty much 

6          diminished the architectural significance of 

7          the structure that's historic.  

8                      I appreciate staff's re-analysis of 

9          that last year saying just the fact that it 

10          was constructed originally in the period of 

11          significance is significant.  I don't argue 

12          with that.  But there are also valid reasons 

13          why the structure had initially been listed as 

14          non-contributing.  So for that reason I 

15          believe staff directed them towards pursuing a 

16          CD for that purpose to replace it with a more 

17          -- more contributing structure.  

18                      This commission did, in fact, 

19          approve a CA that would have been appropriate. 

20          And I think that also shows the good faith of 

21          the applicant and the owner at the time to 

22          come up with a solution that is consistent 

23          with the historical integrity of the district. 

24          But of course, the CA was tied to a CD being 
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1          approved. And ultimately that was not approved 

2          based on the re-interpretation of staff that 

3          the period of significance, the fact that the 

4          original structure had been built during that 

5          time was so significant that perhaps the 

6          structure needed to be re-evaluated as 

7          contributing. 

8                      So I -- you know, I can't argue one 

9          way or the other with that, but I do think 

10          it's important to note that the applicant and 

11          the owner we're always following -- 

12                      STAFF:  Excuse me, that's your 

13          time. 

14                      MR. COSSUM:  Okay.

15                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Hang on 

16          for questions. 

17                      I do want to clarify for some of 

18          our newer commissioners who weren't around 

19          during the events that he has just described.  

20          It is our normal procedure when someone would 

21          like to remove an existing structure and 

22          replace it with a new one, first, we have to 

23          look at the proposed new one and rule on 

24          whether it's acceptable or not.  But that does 
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1          not in any way mean that we're going to say 

2          that they are allowed to demolish the existing 

3          structure. 

4                      So that is what happened.  We said, 

5          yes, this is a nice new house she proposed to 

6          build, and then we said we rejected their 

7          certificate of demolition.  

8                      Also, between that original time 

9          when we recommended to do the selective 

10          deconstruction and save all the pieces, staff 

11          got a chance to get inside of the structure, 

12          inside of that enclosure that's on the outside 

13          and see the inside and see that it was in 

14          their judgment in more salvageable state than 

15          previously they had been able to tell from 

16          outside that surrounding enclosing structure, 

17          which appears to have been put on when a 

18          previously domestic building was used for 

19          commercial purposes.  That's different than 

20          just being a commercial structure, it's an 

21          adaptive structure.  It happens a lot to old 

22          houses, they become a business. 

23                      So I just want to make sure 

24          everyone who has not had the pleasure of being 
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1          here for this entire thing because it has 

2          dragged on forever, and I know that's hard on 

3          the applicant, that we all understood.

4                      Now, who has questions for our 

5          applicant?

6                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  I have 

7          question or questions. 

8                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Go ahead, 

9          sir.

10                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  As I recall, 

11          the engineer reports that we have seen 

12          essentially confirmed that this thing is a 

13          danger to anybody attempting to even enter it, 

14          plus just walking around it.  And based upon 

15          what you said its continued to shift and its 

16          continued to be damaged.  So my sense is that 

17          we're in a worse situation than we were a year 

18          ago.  Is that a correct statement?

19                      MR. SHEAR:  Yes.  Do you hear me?  

20          Yes.

21                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  Right.  Okay.  

22                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  I think 

23          you have to speak up a little bit for the mic 

24          to pick up.  
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1                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  At the -- I'm 

2          sorry --

3                      MR. SHEAR:  And I do have a list of 

4          items that are worse as of last week that I 

5          went to record the building.

6                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  And you had 

7          made a comment and I just wanted to clarify 

8          that you had had one off discussion with one 

9          or more commissioners about this project.  Is 

10          that what you said, in terms of reclaiming 

11          wood or whatever?

12                      MR. SHEAR:  You might have to 

13          repeat the question, but early on I had -- I 

14          had done some research on deconstruction.  As 

15          everything was going on for the whole last 

16          year, I've done extensive research on 

17          deconstruction and I pretty much know all the 

18          players in Dallas who do it.  It's kind of 

19          interesting, but yes.  Does that answer your 

20          question? 

21                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  No.  You made 

22          -- I thought you made specific reference to 

23          having a discussion or discussions, one off, 

24          with individual Commissioners about the 
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1          reclamation or this project?  Is that correct 

2          or not correct?

3                      MR. SHEAR:  No, I haven't had any 

4          discussions with one off commissioners.  I did 

5          mention that as I said in the CBC meeting. 

6                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  Thank you. 

7                      MR. SHEAR:  And actually the letter 

8          to the mayor said that we have to find some 

9          kind of common ground.  I happen to think that 

10          common ground is something we can all agree on 

11          that the building is in very bad shape and it 

12          needs to be deconstructed before it is 

13          reconstructed. 

14                      Now, I also have two examples of 

15          that condition for other historic buildings 

16          that have been deconstructed that I think are 

17          very interesting.

18                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Are you 

19          finished Mr. Offutt or did you have further 

20          questions?

21                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  That's it.  

22          Thank you.

23                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Alrighty.  

24                      Who else has questions?  Mr. Swann?
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1                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Yes.

2                      Mr. Shear? 

3                      MR. SHEAR:  Yes, sir. 

4                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  What do you 

5          see as the chief threat to public safety at 

6          this moment as the building stands?

7                      MR. SHEAR:  Well, first of all, the 

8          building had -- Anne Marie, because of the 

9          demolition by neglect, I had instructed Anne 

10          Marie to make some needed repairs.  And so she 

11          tarped the roof, she blocked holes where 

12          vagrants were going into the building.  And as 

13          you know, if the vagrants go inside the 

14          building then it is a threat to them.  And if 

15          they make a fire because it's cold it could 

16          just burn down. Not to mention the fact that 

17          the Encore service was the meter was very hot 

18          when they removed it few weeks ago.  

19                      And they said -- the guy from 

20          Encore said that because there's no circuit 

21          board inside the building, the biggest threat 

22          would have been fire from electrical service.  

23          But you also have other threats about the gas 

24          line being old and rusted.  And so combine all 
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1          of these things I would believe that the 

2          building collapsing on somebody is a 

3          possibility.  And I actually don't exactly 

4          like going inside the building at this point 

5          in time.

6                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.

7                      But now staff may need to help me 

8          with this and maybe code enforcement, too.  

9          But securing the building envelope against 

10          intrusion is the homeowner's or the property 

11          owner's responsibility, correct?

12                      MR. SHEAR:  It is and she did make 

13          sure that there is nobody able to access it.  

14          But they do get around that, you know, they 

15          take boards off and they get inside.

16                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Right.  Oh, 

17          no, I understand.  I mean, it requires 

18          constant vigilance in a case where people will 

19          ply to the plywood right off the buildings. 

20                      Now, the threat of fire from the 

21          connected electrical service that has been 

22          remediated, correct?  So that is no longer an 

23          imminent threat to the building, correct? 

24                      MR. SHEAR:  That is.  
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1                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  And the 

2          gas has been shut off.  So if we're talking 

3          about deteriorated gas mains, we're talking 

4          about supply mains that come from the gas 

5          service; is that correct?

6                      MR. SHEAR:  Yes. I would say the 

7          supply link, yes, but there were two meters on 

8          property there so we don't know if they're 

9          connected or not. 

10                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  

11                      And currently the building has an 

12          additional line of defense, so to speak, 

13          against intruders as much as it is fenced.  Is 

14          that not correct? 

15                      MR. SHEAR:  No. 

16                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  

17                      I'm sorry, I think I misunderstood 

18          that then.  I thought there was a fence around 

19          the property?  No? 

20                      MR. SHEAR:  No, it's just a fence 

21          on the street line and that's just a normal 

22          3-foot fence.

23                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  Okay.  

24                      Now, does the building -- we've 
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1          acknowledged it -- and no one has ever 

2          suggested to you on this commission or 

3          anywhere else that the foundation would not 

4          need to be replaced, have they?  I mean, the 

5          foundation has always been acknowledged to be 

6          in need of replacement; is that not correct?

7                      MR. SHEAR:  That would be correct.  

8          But unfortunately legal counsel based their 

9          argument on the fact that they got an email 

10          from staff members and that email stated that 

11          the foundation did not need to be replaced, it 

12          needed to be fixed as is in place.

13                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  That's almost 

14          a semantic argument to me because I don't see 

15          how the foundation would be fixed without 

16          raising the building.  I mean, raising it up.

17                      MR. SHEAR:  Well, they claimed and 

18          it was in the seven aspects of the condition.  

19          The foundation was in the seven aspects of 

20          integrity.  

21                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Right.  

22          Because there -- you know, of course, there 

23          are many buildings standing.  

24                      MR. SHEAR:  And it was possible -- 
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1          it was plausible deniability on the directors 

2          part.  That, oh, well, if the building is 80 

3          percent on the ground, how did they get 

4          underneath it to study the foundation is 

5          irretrievably lost.  So that's what was said. 

6                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.

7                      MR. SHEAR:  As for the report, it 

8          came from the fact that Mr. Johnson, Task 

9          Force member, came and inspected the structure 

10          himself.  And in that email he gave his aspect 

11          that it's fixable.  

12                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.

13                      MR. SHEAR:  So the city argument 

14          then went into the CJ Castle brief, the 

15          lawyers brief that I can get it for you to 

16          read it, but they basically said everything is 

17          fine.  They had doubts they said about the 

18          foundation and the non-contributing status.

19                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  Now, 

20          visually do you -- you discern substantial 

21          racking or tilting out of "Guam." And when I 

22          say substantial, I mean substantial because 

23          these -- many of these occupied homes have a 

24          little bit of lean to them.  But I'm talking 
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1          about the kind of racking, you know, the term 

2          that I mean, parallelogram of walls and 

3          twisting of the buildings that would indicate 

4          that it's about to -- that the structure 

5          supporting the roof is in danger of imminent 

6          failure.  

7                      In other words, we've seen that the 

8          building has fallen the distance of the crawl 

9          space.  Okay.  So that it's on the ground.  

10          The crawl space is gone.  But are we seeing 

11          evidence that the structural integrity above 

12          the building is compromised to the point where 

13          it would fall on someone?  

14                      MR. SHEAR:  The building was 

15          surveyed at a 2.5 degree rotation.  I'm pretty 

16          sure they didn't build the building 

17          unparalleled to the street line.  

18                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  No, but would 

19          you not also agree that the failure, the 

20          tipping over of the bodark supports could 

21          create that degree of rotation?  

22                      MR. SHEAR:  There is rotation, yes.  

23          And there's further rotation as it's 

24          collapsing down to the south side really and 
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1          it's actually rotating also because the bodark 

2          tree trunks, not the -- they're not stubbed 

3          into the ground, they're actually just tree 

4          trunks of various sizes which have been 

5          pictured.  Because right now the interior 

6          wall, be it the wall between the porch and the 

7          inside of the building, has separated from the 

8          porch decking.  So it was this much and I was 

9          able to very carefully not drop my iPhone to 

10          get pictures of the further bodark evidence 

11          further into underneath the home.  

12                      And I actually took more pictures 

13          because the walls have started to crack so 

14          that's evidence of collapse of the roof down.  

15          Also, the floorboards are buckling as it's 

16          collapsing so there's more evidence of 

17          buckling. And so --

18                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.

19                      But would you not also agree that 

20          if you have a foundation that is failing by 

21          degrees you are inevitably going to have 

22          buckling? Because some parts will be supported 

23          and some parts will not be as it progressively 

24          fails.  And when I'm talking about failure, 
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1          I'm talking about the bodark.  Because 

2          wouldn't you also agree that if it came down 

3          in what we would call a catastrophic failure, 

4          a sudden, not a gradual failure, that would 

5          create some progressive shock to the structure 

6          of the building Above the floor, correct?

7                      MR. SHEAR:  Yes, of course.  

8                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Which wouldn't 

9          you agree from the pictures that it appears to 

10          have withstood that shock fairly well?  

11                      MR. SHEAR:  No, the pictures I've 

12          taken over the few times that I've been there 

13          I've shown catastrophic collapse.  It's just a 

14          matter of how big the storm will be.  Well, 

15          we're just waiting for another storm to have 

16          it collapse further.

17                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  But without 

18          bracing that was essentially doing its job, 

19          whether it be a kind of plate structure effect 

20          created by the intact siding, wouldn't we 

21          expect to see more racking and lean in the 

22          building that has essentially fallen off its 

23          foundation if it were not essentially sound in 

24          terms of its basic structure from the floor 
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1          level above?  

2                      MR. SHEAR:  Well, look, look, I 

3          mean, you've got this email from three people.  

4          You have it from Director Miller, Carlos and 

5          owner and the task force member.  And that 

6          email had given their version of what the 

7          structure condition was.  They -- none of them 

8          including myself as an engineer.  How can I 

9          talk about all these things, about racking and 

10          stuff like that? It was already in the bedrock 

11          report that the building had collapsed.  And 

12          so it's just a matter of how much more the 

13          building can collapse and if it can be 

14          fixable.  And my claim is that the building 

15          has to come down to be rebuilt.  It has to be 

16          --

17                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Could I 

18          insert one question that you have just made me 

19          think of in your line of questioning?  As its 

20          lean and its twist has gotten worse, could you 

21          have helped support it at any time by building 

22          some sort of external supports that would have 

23          helped hold it in place as its foundation 

24          seems to hold it adequately in place?
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1                      MR. SHEAR:  I don't think any kind 

2          of bracing at the beginning of this process or 

3          at the process now is available to hold up 

4          that building. 

5                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  All right.  

6          Thank you.

7                      MR. SHEAR:  You can't get 

8          underneath it so it just keeps going down and 

9          twists and down.  Plus, the code official that 

10          examines the building, the roof itself is made 

11          of 2 by 4 and is supported by a shelf in the 

12          middle of the building that people have seen 

13          that has six posts to it.  That's everything 

14          that's holding up the roof at this point.  If 

15          you remove that shelf system in the middle of 

16          the building, then you'll see catastrophic 

17          collapse.

18                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  I'm glad 

19          you're aware of that because then you won't 

20          remove the shelf which would be sort of, you 

21          know, make it all worse.  What I was actually 

22          getting at is had we started holding it up 

23          better before it was quite as bad, could we be 

24          in a better position than we are now?  And you 
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1          have said that you feel we could not have done 

2          anything to improve our current condition.  So 

3          let me let Mr. Swann continue.

4                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  

5                      I'm going to address the next 

6          questions to staff. How do you in terms of 

7          city of Dallas, how does the city of Dallas 

8          make determinations of contributing versus 

9          non-contributing?

10                      STAFF:  Well, this, in other words, 

11          the reason why it's listed as 

12          non-contributing, it was a part of a study, a 

13          survey.  In other words, historic resources 

14          surveys are conducted. And this survey that 

15          was done in 1994, I think it was Hardy Heck-

16          Moore was done in 1994.  And according to that 

17          survey, it was listed as non-contributing.  

18          But some things we don't know is if they 

19          actually came onto the property and actually 

20          examined the building, those things we don't 

21          know.

22                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  I think you're 

23          about to answer -- you almost answered my next 

24          question.  So what you're saying is this was a 
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1          determination made in order to prepare the 

2          nomination form for the National Registered 

3          listing? 

4                      STAFF:  Correct.  

5                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  And 

6          isn't it true that a lot of those -- because 

7          when we're dealing with historic districts 

8          with a lot of structures, many of those 

9          surveys are essentially curb surveys.  

10                      STAFF:  Correct.  Windshield 

11          surveys as well.

12                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Thank you. 

13          That's the term I wanted, windshield surveys.  

14          And if you would please describe a windshield 

15          survey?  

16                      STAFF:  A windshield survey is 

17          basically what it says you're in a car, you 

18          have your paperwork in front of you, your 

19          addresses you're supposed to be investigating.  

20          And you basically go from residence to 

21          residence in this case, you make a 

22          determination while you're sitting in the car 

23          of whether or not the structure you're looking 

24          at or investigating is or is not contributing.  
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1                      In this case I could see if you did 

2          a windshield survey why would be 

3          non-contributing because the major historic 

4          feature of the property is a wraparound porch. 

5          And that wraparound porch was covered at that 

6          time with board and batten -- not horizontal, 

7          vertical siding.

8                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  And at one of 

9          the first landmark meetings this was it not 

10          discussed that that was likely the reason that 

11          it was deemed non-contributing?  And I believe 

12          it was Commissioner Cummings who pointed out 

13          that some exploratory, at least the removal of 

14          the sheathing would be required to make a -- 

15          to revisit the assessment of contributing 

16          versus non-contributing?  

17                      STAFF:  Correct. 

18                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  And was 

19          that visit made to get behind the sheathing?

20                      STAFF:  Well, that's the July 25th 

21          visit that Mr. Shear is referring to, the 

22          seven points of integrity. 

23                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.

24                      STAFF:  Where Director Miller, 
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1          staff member Carlos Winona and myself, I was 

2          new at that time, maybe I was here for a week 

3          or two. But we actually went onto the property 

4          with Mr. Shear and went inside, took pictures 

5          both of the interior and the exterior.  And 

6          that's when Mr. Miller made the assessment 

7          looking at the fact that behind that board and 

8          batten siding is actually 117.  Like there's 

9          the actual porch and then there's behind the 

10          porch, the front facade that faces the south 

11          yard.  So you could see where it did indeed at 

12          some point have that wraparound porch that we 

13          do see in the Sanborn map of 1922.

14                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  And did 

15          Director Miller have the experiencing 

16          qualifications to make that professional 

17          assessment?

18                      STAFF:  I would think that he did.  

19          He's a licensed architect. 

20                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  All right.  

21          Thank you.

22                      MR. SHEAR:  I have to say that he 

23          is not a licensed architect.

24                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  You 
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1          haven't (indiscernible.)

2                      MR. SHEAR:  No, but if he was going 

3          to -- let's say, Mr. Swann, is going to change 

4          the status from non-contributing to 

5          contributing, he'd have to do the seven 

6          aspects of integrity.  But he'd also have to 

7          confirm the fact that the building itself and 

8          the structure is not irretrievably lost.  So 

9          he cannot -- 

10                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Sir, we 

11          have occasionally found that something was 

12          ruled non-contributing in error, for instance, 

13          because they couldn't see what it really was 

14          behind an exterior covering.  So that is the 

15          process we will go through to that.  And 

16          Mr. Miller always seemed to firmly understand 

17          those seven attributes of integrity and so I 

18          would trust his judgment in interpreting what 

19          he saw there. 

20                      I must say that sometimes I fund 

21          his writings a little bit confusing so I could 

22          imagine the memo reporting what he came to 

23          know from looking at it might be a little hard 

24          to read, but that doesn't mean he was wrong in 
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1          his thinking.  So I'm inclined to believe that 

2          he did have the qualifications to understand 

3          about that.  He's seen a few buildings in his 

4          time.

5                      MR. SHEAR:  Yeah, but if I -- you 

6          know, there's this beautiful little Victorian 

7          white structure around the corner that's off 

8          the historic district.  Why is Mr. Miller not 

9          going for status on that property because it 

10          have more integrity than our property?

11                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  That is a 

12          completely different process to bring a 

13          building into being covered by historic 

14          preservation ordinance.  It doesn't have 

15          anything to do with evaluating those that have 

16          already been in.  So let's move onto 

17          Mr. Renaud's question.  He is a licensed 

18          architect, correct, Mr. Renaud?

19                      COMMISSIONER RENAUD:  That's 

20          correct, in the state of Texas.

21                      Mr. Shear, I have some questions 

22          for you in particular.  Have you worked on 

23          other historic homes of this period, of this 

24          vintage?
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1                      MR. SHEAR:  You know, I have a 

2          history and I've sent -- actually in Toronto I 

3          ended up doing some historic work in finding a 

4          book on EJ Lennox and I actually saved the 

5          home from demolition in Toronto.  So that was 

6          way back.  And more recently, like I had sent 

7          the letter that I wrote to Michelle Obama to 

8          try to save the Phillis Wheatley School in New 

9          Orleans. And so I dabbled in trying to 

10          preserve these buildings.  So I came into this 

11          job because Anne Marie hired me to fulfill her 

12          dream of fixing this building at the beginning 

13          and doing an addition to the building. 

14                      COMMISSIONER RENAUD:  Right. 

15                      MR. SHEAR:  But I mean at this 

16          point in time I -- I designed bigger things. 

17                      COMMISSIONER RENAUD:  So my second 

18          question or the follow up question is that or 

19          at least what I've found in the past of homes 

20          of this vintage of, you know, built in the 

21          early 1900's is that 2 by 4 was very common 

22          construction type for both the ball framing 

23          and for the roof framing.  In fact, you know, 

24          center rafters would be a 1 by 4, not a 2 by 
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1          4.  There's a gigantic difference between the 

2          quality of wood produce, you know, 150 years 

3          ago compared to today.  It was a lot more 

4          dense.  In fact, at this point it's become 

5          almost as strong as steel, it becomes 

6          petrified.  The cells are a lot tighter.  

7          There's just a lot more structural integrity.  

8                      And, in fact, you know, you look at 

9          the rafters of the roof today, I see very 

10          little sag in those and really what's 

11          collapsing is the foundation as we've seen in 

12          the photographs.  Bodark interior posts were 

13          very, very common again.  In fact, perimeter 

14          -- when they were concrete around the 

15          perimeter those were poured just right on the 

16          surface of the soil, they didn't even drop 

17          below the surface.  So these are very common, 

18          you know, constructed.  It's a very common 

19          construction type for this period so I don't 

20          see anything sort of out of the ordinary or 

21          poorly built originally.  It's really just 

22          been a lack of maintenance.  

23                      Those are my comments and my 

24          questions.  Thank you.
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1                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Any other 

2          commissioners?  Any of you at home?  Anyone 

3          else here?  

4                      I will say my home stands on little 

5          bodark post just sitting there on the ground.  

6          Does it stand still?  Not exactly.  But has it 

7          stood for over 100 years?  Indeed and it 

8          functions as our house.  A once in a while we 

9          go in and we replace one with concrete.  

10          There's 112 of them, we're not up there yet.  

11          So a foundation like that moves a bit and can 

12          be replaced piecemeal until it reaches a point 

13          of no return like perhaps this one has.

14                      So no other -- because if no one 

15          has any comments then I am looking for a 

16          motion.  And if we could reiterate the three 

17          reasons, either staff or our attorney, perhaps 

18          our attorney should do it.  The three reasons 

19          that would lead us to need to approve this 

20          demolition.  

21                      STAFF:  It says the Landmark 

22          Commission must deny an application to 

23          demolish or remove a structure that poses an 

24          imminent threat to public health or safety 
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1          unless it finds that, one, the structure 

2          constitutes a documented major and imminent 

3          threat to public health and safety; two, to 

4          the demolition or removal is required to 

5          alleviate the threat to public health and 

6          safety.  And three, there is no reasonable way 

7          other than demolition or remove to eliminate 

8          the threat in a timely manner.

9                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Go ahead, 

10          Commissioner Swann.

11                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Otherwise 

12          known -- oh, thank you.  Let me -- I'm sorry. 

13          Let me make sure this gets on the recording. 

14                      I move that in the matter of 

15          CD-223-003(RD) otherwise known as 338 South 

16          Fleming Avenue, in the 10th Street 

17          neighborhood historic districts, that we deny 

18          the request for the certificate of demolition 

19          to demolish primary residential structure 

20          without prejudice with a finding that the 

21          posed work is inconsistent with the standards 

22          and city code section 51a-4.501H4C.

23                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Do I have 

24          a second?
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1                      COMMISSIONER RENAUD:  Second. 

2                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Thank you, 

3          Commissioner Renaud. 

4                      Any further discussion before we 

5          call for a vote?

6                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  I really think 

7          some further discussion is appropriate.  

8          Because this is a project that everyone here 

9          wants to see come to a good end on both sides 

10          of this horseshoe.  And our -- well -- 

11                      MR. SHEAR:  But Mr. Swann, it's 

12          become impossible to deal with you people 

13          because you've changed your minds.

14                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  We're 

15          actually at the point where only we get to 

16          talk.  I know that may seem unfair, but it is 

17          just our rule.

18                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  We're beyond 

19          the questioning period, but I think I've been 

20          fairly consistent on this case from the very 

21          beginning.  I would be surprised if you can 

22          point to a situation where I've changed my 

23          mind.

24                      MR. SHEAR:  You said it was a 
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1          sticky one.  What do you mean by that?

2                      STAFF:  Sir, the public hearing is 

3          closed so it's just comments of the 

4          Commission.  Thank you. 

5                      COMMISSIONER SWANN:  Okay.  There 

6          is a great deal of integrity remaining in this 

7          building.  I think the points made by 

8          Commissioner Renaud are well taken about the 

9          value and strength of old growth timber, which 

10          you will never see again, the hardness of the 

11          wood.  The fact that the connections that were 

12          made when this building was constructed are 

13          original.  It has not been dismantled, it has 

14          not been subjected to the potential for 

15          splitting and compromise a pin joints that you 

16          would get from dismantling.  You have a 

17          valuable structure with a great deal of 

18          integrity that needs a new foundation.  

19                      And I hope that the powers that be 

20          that are making the determination on grants 

21          see this and reward you with a substantial 

22          grant to make necessary repairs to that 

23          foundation, which in this case do mean a 

24          replacement of that foundation because it is 
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1          that important.  And we were, I think, very 

2          warm to the design that was proposed because 

3          it was in many ways faithful to the original 

4          structure.  What it was not is the original 

5          structure.  There are some ways in which you 

6          could never be faithful to the things that we 

7          value in historic districts when we're 

8          assessing integrity.  And materials and the 

9          irreplaceable materials are a big issue in a 

10          district 10th Street that is built 

11          substantially where things are original of old 

12          growth timber. 

13                      I don't think the argument can be 

14          successfully made that this building poses an 

15          imminent danger to anyone.  It has been 

16          appropriately mothballed and secured against 

17          intrusion, which we've acknowledged is an 

18          ongoing process.  I think this commission has 

19          been very friendly to the addition as well. 

20          Yeah, we've massaged a little bit, but it was 

21          approved. 

22                      Now, it was approved as part of a 

23          process proceeding under a different standard. 

24          And that standard has changed now and we are 
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1          bound to satisfy to our satisfaction the three 

2          elements of the standard or to deny the 

3          certificate of demolition.  And that's why the 

4          motion that is on the floor is on the floor.

5                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Thank you, 

6          Mr. Swann. 

7                      I would like to also add that it's 

8          our own rules that say we have to deny a 

9          request for certificate of demolition.  Unless 

10          we find it has been proven that it's a major 

11          and imminent threat to public health and 

12          safety, it is currently boarded up if that is 

13          not effective, perhaps a fence could be added.  

14          But it is not about to fall over on passers 

15          by.  And if there are ways for you to prevent 

16          passers by and intruders getting close enough 

17          to it, more effort needs to be put into that.  

18                      But the other thing that we 

19          absolutely must meet, which I don't think has 

20          been met, is there no reasonable way other 

21          than demolition or removal to eliminate the 

22          threat in a timely manner?  I do not believe 

23          you have thoroughly explored those ways or 

24          even kept up with trying to keep the building 
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1          in shape and as secure as it could be during 

2          this time that has past.  I know it's been a 

3          lot of time, but we had a pandemic and things 

4          happen and that's what goes on.  

5                      So we are not -- we must deny it.  

6          That's the word they use unless we find those 

7          things to be true that there's just no other 

8          way.  And I do not find there to be no other 

9          way around this house.  No new house is 

10          probably going to be more authentic than the 

11          one that's there and did the things that have 

12          been done to it over time.  And that's real 

13          standard, a lot of houses have disappeared in 

14          businesses, but they're still under there and 

15          could be a nice place to live and a 

16          contributing factor to that.

17                      MR. SHEAR:  I'm not suggesting that 

18          this building be demolished in the sense that 

19          it's demolished.

20                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  I know, I 

21          know, I know.  (Indiscernible.)

22                      MR. SHEAR:  I don't know why you 

23          don't understand that we are going to use 

24          every piece of wood we possibly can and the 
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1          owner had stated that a year-and-a-half ago.

2                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  And that's 

3          better than just knocking it down and throwing 

4          it away, but it's still not the highest 

5          option.

6                      MR. SHEAR:  Don't change the 

7          narrative.  Mr. Swann's been changing the 

8          narrative.  Also, Mr. Anderson said why didn't 

9          you do B instead of A.

10                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Sir, sir, 

11          you have to stop.  And I would point out 

12          you've had a narrative, we all have, we've had 

13          our discussion. 

14                      COMMISSIONER SLADE:  Can I ask -- 

15                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  There's 

16          always appealing? 

17                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Yes, who 

18          is online and wishes to ask something? 

19                      COMMISSIONER SLADE:  This is 

20          Commissioner Slade.  For the sake of order, 

21          could we please mute his microphone?  He's 

22          being disrespectful of the order for this 

23          public hearing.  

24                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  He has 
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1          left the microphone.  I believe he has waved 

2          goodbye to me in a friendly manner.  All 

3          right.  Clearly this has become an extremely 

4          emotional issue for all of us.  It's 

5          inappropriate for me to respond in that way, 

6          but sometimes we can't help it and I can 

7          understand why he feels quite frustrated. 

8                      Are there any other comments 

9          anybody wishes to make?

10                      COMMISSIONER RENAUD:  I would like 

11          just from a planning standpoint, just looking 

12          at this lot I don't think all opportunities 

13          have been considered by the owner of this 

14          property considering its size, considering 

15          what's existing there now.  So I just wanted 

16          to make put that on the record.

17                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  You mean 

18          all opportunities for securing it?  

19                      COMMISSIONER RENAUD:  No, all 

20          opportunities regarding the size of the 

21          property when I'm looking at the zoning of the 

22          site I just think if somebody wanted a new 

23          house there's an opportunity on the remainder 

24          of the tract for that to occur.  And with 
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1          proper subdivision and work done in order to 

2          achieve that.  So there are other options 

3          available from my opinion.  Thank you.

4                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  All right.

5                      Are we ready to call for a vote?  

6          All right.  All those in favor of the motion 

7          please say aye.  

8                      THE COMMISSION:  Aye.  

9                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  Any 

10          opposed?

11                      COMMISSIONER OFFUTT:  Oppose.

12                      MADAM CHAIR MONTGOMERY:  All right.   

13                      Mr. Offutt is in opposition to this 

14          motion.  Everyone else was in favor and 

15          therefore the Aye's win.  And since it is a 

16          denial you will inform Mr. Shear that he could 

17          go back to CPC if he wants to. 

18                      All right.  Because I just love to 

19          take risks I have made my argument here and I 

20          think Mr. Swann has supported me that more 

21          could have been done over this past year-

22          and-a-half now to hold the building in stasis 

23          while it moves through this process, which was 

24          the duty of the owner both for public safety 
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1          and for historic preservation.  

2          Therefore, not as a Landmark Commissioner 

3          or as the chair, but as an interested 

4          party, I will be sending a note to the 

5          director requesting that we reconsider a 

6          demolition by neglect process which 

7          allows staff to work with the owner and 

8          her representative to rectify any 

9          failures and move forward with seeing if 

10          they can save this building.  This is not 

11          an attack on anybody.  I'm friends with 

12          the building, I'm just supporting the 

13          building and its value to historic 

14          preservation.  The humans I don't care 

15          about, I'm not for or against any of you.  

16          I just want the building to be the best 

17          thing it can be. 

18                      Alrighty, let's move on to No. 

19          5. 

20                         - - -

21          (Transcription stop time 1:43:52.)

22                         - - -

23                           

24                           
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SEC. 51A-4.501.   HISTORIC OVERLAY DISTRICT.
   (a)   Purpose.  The purpose of this section is to promote the public health, safety and general welfare, and:

      (1)   to protect, enhance and perpetuate places and areas which represent distinctive and important elements of the city’s historical,
cultural, social, economic, archeological, paleontological, ethnic, political and architectural history;

      (2)   to strengthen the economy of the city;

      (3)   to increase public knowledge and appreciation of the city’s historic past and unique sense of place;

      (4)   to foster civic and neighborhood pride and a sense of identity;

      (5)   to promote the enjoyment and use of historic resources by the people of the city;

      (6)   to preserve diverse architectural styles, patterns of development, and design preferences reflecting phases of the city’s history;

      (7)   to create a more livable urban environment;

      (8)   to enhance property values;

      (9)   to provide financial incentives for preservation;

      (10)   to protect and enhance the city’s attraction to tourists and visitors;

      (11)   to resolve conflicts between the preservation of historic resources and alternative land uses;

      (12)   to integrate historic preservation into public and private land use planning;

      (13)   to conserve valuable resources through use of the existing building environment;

      (14)   to stabilize neighborhoods;

      (15)   to increase public awareness of the benefits of historic preservation;

      (16)   to maintain a harmony between new and historic structures so that they will be compatible in scale, form, color, proportion,
texture and material; and

      (17)   to encourage public participation in identifying and preserving historic resources.

   (b)   Establishment of historic overlay districts.  A historic overlay district may be established to preserve places and areas of historical,
cultural, or architectural importance and significance if the place or area has three or more of the following characteristics:

      (1)   History, heritage and culture:  Represents the historical development, ethnic heritage or cultural characteristics of the city, state,
or country.

      (2)   Historic event:  Location as or association with the site of a significant historic event.

      (3)   Significant persons:  Identification with a person or persons who significantly contributed to the culture and development of the
city, state, or country.

      (4)   Architecture:  Embodiment of distinguishing characteristics of an architectural style, landscape design, method of construction,
exceptional craftsmanship, architectural innovation, or contains details which represent folk or ethnic art.

      (5)   Architect or master builder:  Represents the work of an architect, designer or master builder whose individual work has
influenced the development of the city, state, or country.

      (6)   Historic context:  Relationship to other distinctive buildings, sites, or areas which are eligible for preservation based on historic,
cultural, or architectural characteristics.

      (7)   Unique visual feature:  Unique location of singular physical characteristics representing an established and familiar visual
feature of a neighborhood, community or the city that is a source of pride or cultural significance.

      (8)   Archaeological:  Archaeological or paleontological value in that it has produced or can be expected to produce data affecting
theories of historic or prehistoric interest.

      (9)   National and state recognition:  Eligible for or designated as a National Historic Landmark, Recorded Texas Historic Landmark,
State Archeological Landmark, American Civil Engineering Landmark, or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places.

      (10)   Historic education:  Represents an era of architectural, social, or economic history that allows an understanding of how the
place or area was used by past generations.

   (c)   Historic designation procedure and predesignation moratorium.

      (1)   Purpose. Temporary preservation of the status quo upon initiation of the historic designation procedure is necessary to allow
time to evaluate each proposed historic overlay district, to consider appropriate preservation criteria, and to prevent circumvention of the
purposes of this section. Relief from the predesignation moratorium may be obtained by applying for a predesignation certificate of
appropriateness or certificate for demolition or removal.

      (2)   Initiation of historic designation procedure.



         (A)   The procedure for adopting an ordinance to establish or amend a historic overlay district may be initiated by five members of
the city council, three members of the city plan commission, one member of the landmark commission for an individual property and
three members of the landmark commission for an expansion of an existing district or creation of a new district, or by the owner(s) of the
property.

            (i)   Statement of intent for historic designation. The five city council members, three city plan commissioners, or one landmark
commissioner if it is an individual property, or three landmark commissioners if it is an expansion of an existing district or creation of a
new district, must prepare and present a statement of intent for historic designation at the public hearing to initiate the historic
designation procedure. The purpose of the statement of intent for historic designation is to provide justification of the action under
consideration. The statement of intent must be provided to the property owner(s) at the time the agenda for the meeting is posted. The
statement of intent of historic designation must contain the following:

               (aa)   List of characteristics on which the initiation is based;

               (bb)   A brief description of the historical significance of the potential building, site, district or expansion;

               (cc)   Purpose of the proposed designation; and

               (dd)   For district expansions, a statement including the history and timeline of the existing district designation process and
information on why the expansion area was not originally included with the initial district designation, if available.

            (ii)   Procedure for individual properties. The procedure to designate an individual property requires a minimum of one public
hearing of the initiating body. The purpose of the hearing is to determine whether sufficient information is presented to initiate the
historic designation procedure.

         (iii)   Procedures for expansions and new districts.

            (aa)   The procedure to expand an existing district or create a new district involves a minimum of two public hearings and a
community meeting. The purpose of the first public hearing is to determine whether enough information is presented to consider a
historic designation. This first public hearing does not initiate the historic designation procedure. If the city council, the city plan
commission, or the landmark commission determines that sufficient information has been presented in the statement of intent for historic
designation for consideration, the department shall conduct a community meeting. The purpose of the community meeting is for the
proposing commissioners or city council members to present the statement of intent for historic designation to the property owners,
neighbors, and interested parties to the proposed initiation, and to provide an opportunity for public comment. The meeting must be held
at a facility open to the public within the neighborhood of the proposed historic district. The information presented must include the
following:

               (I)   Statement of intent for historic designation;

               (II)   List of potential impacts of historic preservation;

               (III)   List of neighborhood planning concerns and goals; and

               (IV)   Any other information that may be relevant.

            (bb)   Prior to the second public hearing to initiate the historic designation procedure, the proposing commissioners or city
council members must revise the statement of the intent for historic designation. The revised statement of intent must include the
following, as applicable:

               (I)   original statement of intent;

               (II)   transcription of the community meeting;

               (III)   benefits and incentives of preservation;

               (IV)   additional neighborhood planning goals;

               (V)   concepts for additional development incentives paired with historic preservation;

               (VI)   summary of concerns; and

               (VII)   summary of economic incentives available to the property owners such as city of Dallas historic tax exemption, tax
increment financial districts, and federal or state opportunities.

               (VIII)   statement reflecting the property owner(s) position, if available.

               The purpose of the second public hearing is to review the revised statement of intent and determine whether sufficient
information is presented to initiate the historic designation procedure.

         (B)   The director shall provide property owners with notice of a public hearing to initiate the historic designation procedure, a
statement that describes the impact that a historic designation of the owner's property may have on the owner and the owner's property,
and information about the process at least 15 days before the date set for the initial hearing using the procedure outlined in Section 51A-
4.701(a)(1). The historic designation impact statement must include the following:

            (i)   regulations that may be applied to any structure on the property after the designation;

            (ii)   procedures for the designation;



            (iii)   tax benefits that may be applied to the property after the designation; and

            (iv)   rehabilitation or repair programs that the city offers for a property designated as historic.

         (C)   No permits to alter or demolish the property may be issued after provision of this notice until action is taken at that initial
hearing by the city council, city plan commission, or landmark commission.

         (D)   The historic designation procedure is considered to be initiated immediately when the city council, the city plan commission,
or the landmark commission votes to initiate it or, in the case of initiation by the property owner(s), when the zoning change application
is filed with the director.

      (3)   Appeal. If the historic designation procedure is initiated by the landmark commission or the city plan commission, the property
owner may appeal the initiation to the city council by filing a written notice with the director within 15 days after the action of the
landmark commission or city plan commission. The written notice must include why the property owner thinks the criteria used to justify
the initiation does not apply. Within 90 days after the filing of the appeal or 180 days after filing the appeal, if a 90 day extension is
requested by the property owner within 45 days of filing the initial written notice of appeal with the director, the director and the chair of
the landmark commission shall present the statement of intent for historic designation if it is an individual property, or the revised
statement of intent for historic designation if it is an expansion or new district to the city council. After submission of the statement of
intent for historic designation if it is an individual property, or revised statement of intent for historic designation if it is an expansion or
new district, the city council shall hold a public hearing on the appeal. The sole issue on appeal is whether the landmark commission or
city plan commission erred in evaluating the significance of the property based on the characteristics listed in Section 51A-4.501 (b).
Appeal to the city council constitutes the final administrative remedy.

      (4)   Enforcement. Upon initiation of the historic designation procedure, the historic preservation officer shall immediately notify the
building official. The building official shall not accept any application for a permit to alter, demolish, or remove the structure or site
subject to the predesignation moratorium, unless a predesignation certificate of appropriateness or certificate for demolition or removal
has been issued.

      (5)   Designation report. Upon initiation of the historic designation procedure, the historic preservation officer shall coordinate
research to compile a written report regarding the historical, cultural, and architectural significance of the place or area proposed for
historic designation. This report must include a statement on each of the following to the extent that they apply:

         (A)   A listing of the architectural, archaeological, paleontological, cultural, economic, social, ethnic, political, or historical
characteristics upon which the nomination is based;

         (B)   A description of the historical, cultural, and architectural significance of the structures and site;

         (C)   A description of the boundaries of the proposed historic overlay district, including subareas and areas where new construction
will be prohibited; and

         (D)   Proposed preservation criteria for the proposed historic overlay district.

      (6)   Designation procedure. For purposes of Section 51A-4.701 , "Zoning Amendments," once the designation report has been voted
on by the landmark commission, the designation shall be treated as a city plan commission authorized public hearing and may not be
appealed to city council if the city plan commission recommends denial. The notice of authorization in Section 51A-4.701 (a)(1) is not
required.

      (7)   Historic designation. The city may not designate a property a historic district unless:

         (A)   the owner of the property consents to the designation; or

         (B)   the designation is approved by a three-fourths vote of:

            (i)   the landmark commission;

            (ii)   the city plan commission; and

            (iii)   the city council.

         (C)   The owner of the property may withdraw consent at any time during the designation process by filing a written notice with the
director.

         (D)   If the property is owned by an organization that qualifies as a religious organization under Section 11.20 of the Texas Tax
Code, the city may designate the property as a historic district only if the organization consents to the designation.

      (8)   Computation of time.

         (A)   Unless otherwise provided in this paragraph, computing any period of time prescribed in this subsection shall be in accordance
with Section 1-5 of the Dallas City Code.

         (B)   If the last day of any period is a Saturday, Sunday, or official holiday observed by the city, the period is extended to include
the next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or official holiday observed by the city.

         (C)   Except as otherwise specified, time periods will be calculated based on calendar days.

      (9)   Termination of the predesignation moratorium.  The predesignation moratorium ends on the earliest of the following dates:

         (A)   The day after the city council, city plan commission, or landmark commission that voted to initiate the historic designation



procedure, votes to terminate the historic designation procedure.

         (B)   The day after the city council, in an appeal from an initiation by the city plan commission or landmark commission, votes to
terminate the historic designation procedure.

         (C)   In the case of initiation by the property owner(s), the day after the zoning change application is withdrawn.

         (D)   If the proposed historic overlay district zoning change is approved, the effective date of the ordinance establishing the historic
overlay district.

         (E)   If the proposed historic overlay district zoning change is denied, the day after either the city council makes its final decision
denying the change or the expiration of the time period for appeal to the city council from a city plan commission recommendation of
denial.

         (F)   Two years after the date the historic designation procedure was initiated, regardless of who initiated the procedure.

   (d)   Predesignation certificate of appropriate-ness.

      (1)   When required.  A person shall not alter a site, or alter, place, construct, maintain, or expand any structure on the site during the
predesignation moratorium without first obtaining a predesignation certificate of appropriateness in accordance with this subsection.

      (2)   Penalty.  A person who violates this subsection is guilty of a separate offense for each day or portion of a day during which the
violation is continued, from the first day the unlawful act was committed until either a predesignation certificate of appropriateness is
obtained or the property is restored to the condition it was in immediately prior to the violation.

      (3)   Application.  An application for a predesignation certificate of appropriateness must be submitted to the director. The
application must include complete documentation of the proposed work. Within 10 days after submission of an application, the director
shall notify the applicant in writing of any additional documentation required. No application shall be deemed to be filed until it is made
on forms promulgated by the director and contains all required supporting plans, designs, photographs, reports, and other exhibits
required by the director. The applicant may consult with the department before and after the submission of an application.

      (4)   Predesignation certificate of appropriateness review procedure.  Upon receipt of an application for a predesignation certificate of
appropriateness, the director shall determine whether the structure is contributing or noncontributing. Within 40 days after a complete
application is filed for a noncontributing structure, the landmark commission shall hold a public hearing and shall approve, deny with
prejudice, or deny without prejudice the application and forward its decision to the director. Within 65 days after a complete application
is filed for a contributing structure, the landmark commission shall hold a public hearing and shall approve, deny with prejudice, or deny
without prejudice the application and forward its decision to the director. The landmark commission may impose conditions on the
predesignation certificate of appropriateness. The applicant has the burden of proof to establish the necessary facts to warrant favorable
action. The director shall immediately notify the applicant of the landmark commission’s action. The landmark commission’s decision
must be in writing and, if the decision is to deny the predesignation certificate of appropriateness, with or without prejudice, the writing
must state the reasons why the predesignation certificate of appropriateness is denied.

      (5)   Standard for approval.  The landmark commission must approve the application if it determines that:

         (A)   for contributing structures, the application will not adversely affect the character of the site or a structure on the site; and the
proposed work is consistent with the regulations contained in this section and the proposed preservation criteria; or

         (B)   for noncontributing structures, the proposed work is compatible with the historic overlay district.

      (6)   Issuance. If a predesignation certificate of appropriateness has been approved by the landmark commission or if final action has
not been taken by the landmark commission within 40 days (for a noncontributing structure) or 65 days (for a contributing structure) after
a complete application is filed:

         (A)   the director shall issue the predesignation certificate of appropriateness to the applicant; and

         (B)   if all requirements of the development and building codes are met and a building permit is required for the proposed work, the
building official shall issue a building permit to the applicant for the proposed work.

      (7)   Appeal. If a predesignation certificate of appropriateness is denied, the chair of the landmark commission shall verbally inform
the applicant of the right to appeal to the city plan commission. If the applicant is not present at the hearing, the director shall inform the
applicant of the right to appeal in writing within 10 days after the hearing. The applicant may appeal the denial to the city plan
commission by filing a written notice with the director within 30 days after the date of the decision of the landmark commission. The
director shall forward to the city plan commission a complete record of the matter being appealed, including a transcript of the tape of
the hearing before the landmark commission. In considering an appeal, the city plan commission shall review the landmark commission
record and hear and consider arguments from the appellant and the representative for the landmark commission. The city plan
commission may only hear new testimony or consider new evidence that was not presented at the time of the hearing before the
landmark commission to determine whether that testimony or evidence was available at the landmark commission hearing. If the city
plan commission determines that new testimony or evidence exists that was not available at the landmark commission hearing, the city
plan commission shall remand the case back to the landmark commission in accordance with Subsection (o). In reviewing the landmark
commission decision the city plan commission shall use the substantial evidence standard in Subsection (o). The city plan commission
may reverse or affirm, in whole or in part, modify the decision of the landmark commission, or remand any case back to the landmark
commission for further proceedings. Appeal to the city plan commission constitutes the final administrative remedy.

      (8)   Reapplication.  If a final decision is reached denying a predesignation certificate of appropriateness, no further applications may
be considered for the subject matter of the denied predesignation certificate of appropriateness unless the predesignation certificate of



appropriateness has been denied without prejudice or the landmark commission finds that there are changed circumstances sufficient to
warrant a new hearing. A simple majority vote by the landmark commission is required to grant the request for a new hearing.

      (9)   Suspension of work.  After the work authorized by the predesignation certificate of appropriateness is commenced, the applicant
must make continuous progress toward completion of the work, and the applicant shall not suspend or abandon the work for a period in
excess of 180 days. The director may, in writing, authorize a suspension of the work for a period greater than 180 days upon written
request by the applicant showing circumstances beyond the control of the applicant.

      (10)   Revocation.  The director may, in writing, revoke a predesignation certificate of appropriateness if:

         (A)   the predesignation certificate of appropriateness was issued on the basis of incorrect information supplied;

         (B)   the predesignation certificate of appropriateness was issued in violation of the regulations contained in this section, the
proposed preservation criteria, or the development code or building codes; or

         (C)   the work is not performed in accordance with the predesignation certificate of appropriateness, the development code, or
building codes.

      (11)   Amendments to a predesignation certificate of appropriateness.  A predesignation certificate of appropriateness may be
amended by submitting an application for amendment to the director. The application shall then be subject to the standard predesignation
certificate of appropriateness review procedure.

      (12)   Effect of approval of the historic overlay district.  A predesignation certificate of appropriateness will be treated as a certificate
of appropriateness after the effective date of the ordinance implementing the historic overlay district.

   (e)   Additional uses and regulations.

      (1)   A historic overlay district is a zoning overlay which supplements the primary underlying zoning district classification. A historic
overlay district is subject to the regulations of the underlying zoning district, except the ordinance establishing the historic overlay
district may permit additional uses and provide additional regulations for the historic overlay district.

      (2)   If there is a conflict, the regulations contained in the historic overlay district ordinance control over the regulations of the
underlying zoning district. If there is a conflict, the regulations contained in the historic overlay district ordinance control over the
regulations of this section.

      (3)   The historic overlay district ordinance may include preservation criteria for the interior of historic structures if the interior is
customarily open and accessible to the public and the interior has extraordinary architectural, archaeological, cultural, economic, social,
ethnic, political or historical value. Unless there are specific provisions for the interior, the preservation criteria in the historic overlay
district ordinance and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Properties apply only to the exterior of
structures within a historic overlay district.

      (4)   The landmark commission shall consider the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Properties
(“the Standards”), as amended, when reviewing applications for predesignation and standard certificates of appropriateness.
Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and
additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values. The Standards are
common sense principles in non-technical language developed to help promote consistent rehabilitation practices. It should be
understood that the Standards are a series of concepts about maintaining, repairing, and replacing historic materials, as well as designing
new additions or making alterations; as such, they cannot, in and of themselves, be used to make essential decisions about which features
of a historic property should be saved and which might be changed. The director shall make the current Standards available for public
inspection at all times. For informational purposes, the Standards published at Section 68.3 of Title 36 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (current through January 1, 2001) are set forth below:

         (A)   A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal changes to its distinctive materials,
features, spaces and spatial relationships.

         (B)   The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of
features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.

         (C)   Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.

         (D)   Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved.

         (E)   Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property
will be preserved.

         (F)   Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of
a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing
features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.

         (G)   Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause
damage to historic materials will not be used.

         (H)   Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures
will be undertaken.



         (I)   New  additions,  exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.

         (J)   New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

   (f)   Notice of designation.

      (1)   Upon passage of a historic overlay district ordinance, the director shall send a notice to the owner or owners of property within
the historic overlay district stating the effect of the designation, the regulations governing the historic overlay district, and the historic
preservation incentives that may be available.

      (2)   Upon passage of a historic overlay district ordinance, the director shall file a copy of the ordinance in the county deed records to
give notice of the historic regulations. Pursuant to Texas Local Government Code Section 315.006, the director shall also file in the
county deed records a verified written instrument listing each historic structure or property by the street address, if available, the legal
description of the real property, and the name of the owner, if available.

      (3)   The director may erect suitable plaques appropriately identifying each historic overlay district.

   (g)   Certificate of appropriateness.

      (1)   When required.  A person shall not alter a site within a historic overlay district, or alter, place, construct, maintain, or expand any
structure on the site without first obtaining a certificate of appropriateness in accordance with this subsection and the regulations and
preservation criteria contained and in the historic overlay district ordinance.

      (2)   Penalty.  A person who violates this subsection is guilty of a separate offense for each day or portion of a day during which the
violation is continued, from the first day the unlawful act was committed until either a certificate of appropriateness is obtained or the
property is restored to the condition it was in immediately prior to the violation.

      (3)   Application.  An application for a certificate of appropriateness must be submitted to the director. The application must include
complete documentation of the proposed work. Within 10 days after submission of an application, the director shall notify the applicant
in writing of any additional documentation required. No application shall be deemed to be filed until it is made on forms promulgated by
the director and contains all required supporting plans, designs, photographs, reports, and other exhibits required by the director. The
applicant may consult with the department before and after the submission of an application.

      (4)   Director’s determination of procedure.  Upon receipt of an application for a certificate of appropriateness, the director shall
determine whether the application is to be reviewed under the routine work review procedure or the standard certificate of
appropriateness review procedure.

      (5)   Routine maintenance work review procedure.

         (A)   If the director determines that the applicant is seeking a certificate of appropriateness to authorize only routine maintenance
work, he may review the application to determine whether the proposed work complies with the regulations contained in this section and
the preservation criteria contained in the historic overlay district ordinance and approve or deny the application within 20 days after a
complete application is filed. The applicant must supply complete documentation of the work. Upon request, staff will forward copies of
applications to the task force. The director may forward any application to the landmark commission for review.

         (B)  Routine maintenance work includes:

            (i)   the installation of a chimney located on an accessory building, or on the rear 50 percent of a main building and not part of the
corner side facade;

            (ii)   the installation of an awning located on an accessory building, or on the rear facade of a main building;

            (iii)   the replacement of a roof of the same or an original material that does not include a change in color;

            (iv)   the installation of a wood or chain link fence that is not painted or stained;

            (v)   the installation of gutters and downspouts of a color that matches or complements the dominant trim or roof color;

            (vi)     the installation of skylights and solar panels;

            (vii)   the installation of storm windows and doors;

            (viii)   the installation of window and door screens;

            (ix)   the application of paint that is the same as the existing or that is an appropriate  dominant, trim, or accent color;

            (x)   the restoration of original architectural elements;

            (xi)   minor repair using the same material and design as the original;

            (xii)   repair of sidewalks and driveways using the same type and color of materials;

            (xiii)   the process of cleaning (including but not limited to low-pressure water blasting and stripping), but excluding sandblasting
and high-pressure water blasting; and



            (xiv)   painting, replacing, duplicating, or stabilizing deteriorated or damaged architectural features (including but not limited to
roofing, windows, columns, and siding) in order to maintain the structure and to slow deterioration.

         (C)   The applicant may appeal the director’s decision by submitting to the director a written request for appeal within 10 days of
the decision. The written request for appeal starts the standard certificate of appropriateness review procedure by the landmark
commission.

      (6)   Standard  certificate of appropriate-ness review procedure.

         (A)   If the director determines that the applicant is seeking a certificate of appropriateness to authorize work that is not routine
maintenance work, or if the director’s decision concerning a certificate of appropriateness to authorize only routine maintenance work is
appealed, the director shall immediately forward the application to the landmark commission for review.

         (B)   Upon receipt of an application for a certificate of appropriateness, the director shall determine whether the structure is
contributing or noncontributing. Within 40 days after a complete application is filed for a noncontributing structure, the landmark
commission shall hold a public hearing and shall approve, deny with prejudice, or deny without prejudice the application and forward its
decision to the director. Within 65 days after a complete application is filed for a contributing structure, the landmark commission shall
hold a public hearing and shall approve, deny with prejudice, or deny without prejudice the certificate of appropriateness and forward its
decision to the director. The landmark commission may approve a certificate of appropriateness for work that does not strictly comply
with the preservation criteria upon a finding that the proposed work is historically accurate and is consistent with the spirit and intent of
the preservation criteria and that the proposed work will not adversely affect the historic character of the property or the integrity of the
historic overlay district. The landmark commission may impose conditions on the certificate of appropriateness. The applicant has the
burden of proof to establish the necessary facts to warrant favorable action. The director shall immediately notify the applicant of the
landmark commission’s action. The landmark commission’s decision must be in writing and, if the decision is to deny the certificate of
appropriateness, with or without prejudice, the writing must state the reasons why the certificate of appropriateness is denied.

         (C)   Standard for approval.  The landmark commission must grant the application if it determines that:

            (i)   for contributing structures:

               (aa)   the proposed work is consistent with the regulations contained in this section and the preservation criteria contained in the
historic overlay district ordinance;

               (bb)   the proposed work will not have an adverse effect on the architectural features of the structure;

               (cc)   the proposed work will not have an adverse effect on the historic overlay district; and

               (dd)   the proposed work will not have an adverse effect on the future preservation, maintenance and use of the structure or the
historic overlay district.

            (ii)   for noncontributing structures, the proposed work is compatible with the historic overlay district.

         (D)    Issuance.  If a certificate of appropriateness has been approved by the landmark commission or if final action has not been
taken by the landmark commission within 40 days (for a noncontributing structure) or 65 days (for a contributing structure) after a
complete application is filed:

            (i)   the director shall issue the certificate of appropriateness to the applicant; and

            (ii)   if all requirements of the development and building codes are met and a building permit is required for the proposed work,
the building official shall issue a building permit to the applicant for the proposed work.

         (E)   Appeal. If a certificate of appropriateness is denied, the chair of the landmark commission shall verbally inform the applicant
of the right to appeal to the city plan commission. If the applicant is not present at the hearing, the director shall inform the applicant of
the right to appeal in writing within 10 days after the hearing. The applicant may appeal the denial to the city plan commission by filing
a written notice with the director within 30 days after the date of the decision of the landmark commission. The director shall forward to
the city plan commission a complete record of the matter being appealed, including a transcript of the tape of the hearing before the
landmark commission. In considering an appeal, the city plan commission shall review the landmark commission record and hear and
consider arguments from the appellant and the representative for the landmark commission. The city plan commission may only hear
new testimony or consider new evidence that was not presented at the time of the hearing before the landmark commission to determine
whether that testimony or evidence was available at the landmark commission hearing. If the city plan commission determines that new
testimony or evidence exists that was not available at the landmark commission hearing, the city plan commission shall remand the case
back to the landmark commission in accordance with Subsection (o). In reviewing the landmark commission decision the city plan
commission shall use the substantial evidence standard in Subsection (o). The city plan commission may reverse or affirm, in whole or in
part, modify the decision of the landmark commission, or remand any case back to the landmark commission for further proceedings.
Appeal to the city plan commission constitutes the final administrative remedy.

         (F)   Reapplication.  If a final decision is reached denying a certificate of appropriateness, no further applications may be
considered for the subject matter of the denied certificate of appropriateness for one year from the date of the final decision unless:

            (i)   the certificate of appropriateness has been denied without prejudice; or

            (ii)   the landmark commission waives the time limitation because the landmark commission finds that there are changed
circumstances sufficient to warrant a new hearing. A simple majority vote by the landmark commission is required to grant the request
for waiver of the time limitation.



         (G)   Suspension of work.  After the work authorized by the certificate of appropriateness is commenced, the applicant must make
continuous progress toward completion of the work, and the applicant shall not suspend or abandon the work for a period in excess of
180 days. The director may, in writing, authorize a suspension of the work for a period greater than 180 days upon written request by the
applicant showing circumstances beyond the control of the applicant.

         (H)   Revocation.  The director may, in writing, revoke a certificate of appropriateness if:

            (i)   the certificate of appropriateness was issued on the basis of incorrect information supplied;

            (ii)   the certificate of appropriateness was issued in violation of the regulations contained in this section, the preservation criteria
contained in the historic overlay district ordinance, the development code, or building codes; or

            (iii)   the work is not performed in accordance with the certificate of appropriateness, the development code, or building codes.

         (I)   Amendments to a certificate of appropriateness.  A certificate of appropriateness may be amended by submitting an application
for amendment to the director. The application shall then be subject to the standard certificate of appropriateness review procedure.

      (8)   Emergency procedure.  If a structure on a property subject to the predesignation moratorium or a structure in a historic overlay
district is damaged and the building official determines that the structure is a public safety hazard or will suffer additional damage
without immediate repair, the building official may allow the property owner to temporarily protect the structure. In such a case, the
property owner shall apply for a predesignation certificate of appropriateness, certificate of appropriateness, or certificate for demolition
or removal within 10 days of the occurrence which caused the damage. The protection authorized under this subsection must not
permanently alter the architectural features of the structure.

   (h)   Certificate for demolition or removal.

      (1)   Findings and purpose.  Demolition or removal of a historic structure constitutes an irreplaceable loss to the quality and character
of the city. Therefore, demolition or removal of historic structures should be allowed only for the reasons described in this subsection.

      (2)   Application.  A property owner seeking demolition or removal of a structure on a property subject to the predesignation
moratorium or a structure in a historic overlay district must submit a complete application for a certificate for demolition or removal to
the landmark commission. Within 10 days after submission of an application, the director shall notify the applicant in writing of any
additional documentation required. The application must be accompanied by the following documentation before it will be considered
complete:

         (A)   An affidavit in which the owner swears or affirms that all information submitted in the application is true and correct.

         (B)   An indication that the demolition or removal is sought for one or more of the following reasons:

            (i)   To replace the structure with a new structure that is more appropriate and compatible with the historic overlay district.

            (ii)   No economically viable use of the property exists.

            (iii)   The structure poses an imminent threat to public health or safety.

            (iv)   The structure is non-contributing to the historic overlay district because it is newer than the period of historic significance.

         (C)   For an application to replace the structure with a new structure that is more appropriate and compatible with the historic
overlay district:

            (i)   Records depicting the original construction of the structure, including drawings, pictures, or written descriptions.

            (ii)   Records depicting the current condition of the structure, including drawings, pictures, or written descriptions.

            (iii)   Any conditions proposed to be placed voluntarily on the new structure that would mitigate the loss of the structure.

            (iv)   Complete  architectural drawings of the new structure.

            (v)   A guarantee agreement between the owner and the city that demonstrates the owner’s intent and financial ability to construct
the new structure. The guarantee agreement must:

               (aa)   contain a covenant to construct the proposed structure by a specific date in accordance with architectural drawings
approved by the city through the predesignation certificate of appropriateness process or the certificate of appropriateness process;

               (bb)   require the owner or construction contractor to post a performance and payment bond, letter of credit, escrow agreement,
cash deposit, or other arrangement acceptable to the director to ensure construction of the new structure; and

               (cc)   be approved as to form by the city attorney.

         (D)   For an application of no economically viable use of the property:

            (i)   The past and current uses of the structure and property.

            (ii)   The name of the owner.

            (iii)   If the owner is a legal entity, the type of entity and states in which it is registered.

            (iv)   The date and price of purchase or other acquisition of the structure and property, and the party from whom acquired, and the
owner’s current basis in the property.



            (v)   The relationship, if any, between the owner and the party from whom the structure and property were acquired. (If one or
both parties to the transaction were legal entities, any relationships between the officers and the board of directors of the entities must be
specified.)

            (vi)   The assessed value of the structure and property according to the two most recent tax assessments.

            (vii)   The amount of real estate taxes on the structure and property for the previous two years.

            (viii)   The current fair market value of the structure and property as determined by an independent licensed appraiser.

            (ix)   All appraisals obtained by the owner and prospective purchasers within the previous two years in connection with the
potential or actual purchase, financing, or ownership of the structure and property.

            (x)   All listings of the structure and property for sale or rent within the previous two years, prices asked, and offers received.

            (xi)   A profit and loss statement for the property and structure containing the annual gross income for the previous two years;
itemized expenses (including operating and maintenance costs) for the previous two years, including proof that adequate and competent
management procedures were followed; the annual cash flow for the previous two years; and proof that the owner has made reasonable
efforts to obtain a reasonable rate of return on the owner’s investment and labor.

            (xii)   A mortgage history of the property during the previous five years, including the principal balances and interest rates on the
mortgages and the annual debt services on the structure and property.

            (xiii)   All capital expenditures during the current ownership.

            (xiv)   Records depicting the current conditions of the structure and property, including drawings, pictures, or written
descriptions.

            (xv)   A study of restoration of the structure or property, performed by a licensed architect, engineer or financial analyst,
analyzing the physical feasibility (including architectural and engineering analyses) and financial feasibility (including pro forma profit
and loss statements for a ten year period, taking into consideration redevelopment options and all incentives available) of adaptive use of
restoration of the structure and property.

            (xvi)   Any consideration given by the owner to profitable adaptive uses for the structure and property.

            (xvii)   Construction plans for any proposed development or adaptive reuse, including site plans, floor plans, and elevations.

            (xviii)   Any conditions proposed to be placed voluntarily on new development that would mitigate the loss of the structure.

            (xix)   Any other evidence that shows that the affirmative obligation to maintain the structure or property makes it impossible to
realize a reasonable rate of return.

         (E)   For an application to demolish or remove a structure that poses an imminent threat to public health or safety:

            (i)   Records depicting the current condition of the structure, including drawings, pictures, or written descriptions.

            (ii)   A study regarding the nature, imminence, and severity of the threat, as performed by a licensed architect or engineer.

            (iii)   A study regarding both the cost of restoration of the structure and the feasibility (including architectural and engineering
analyses) of restoration of the structure, as performed by a licensed architect or engineer.

         (F)   For an application to demolish or remove a structure that is noncontributing to the historic overlay district because the
structure is newer than the period of historic significance:

            (i)   Documentation that the structure is noncontributing to the historic overlay district.

            (ii)   Documentation of the age of the structure.

            (iii)   A statement of the purpose of the demolition.

         (G)   Any other evidence the property owner wishes to submit in support of the application.

         (H)   Any other evidence requested by the landmark commission or the historic preservation officer.

      (3)   Certificate of demolition or removal review procedure.

         (A)   Economic review panel.  For an application of no economically viable use of the property, the landmark commission shall
cause to be established an ad hoc three-person economic review panel. The economic review panel must be comprised of three
independent experts knowledgeable in the economics of real estate, renovation, and redevelopment. “Independent” as used in this
subparagraph means that the expert has no financial interest in the property, its renovation, or redevelopment; is not an employee of the
property owner; is not a city employee; is not a member of the landmark commission; and is not compensated for serving on the
economic review panel. The economic review panel must consist of one person selected by the landmark commission, one person
selected by the property owner, and one person selected by the first two appointees. If the first two appointees cannot agree on a third
appointee within 30 days after submission of the documentation supporting the application, the third appointee will be selected by the
director within 5 days. Within 35 days after submission of the documentation supporting the application, all appointments to the
economic review panel shall be made. Within 35 days after appointment, the economic review panel shall review the submitted
documentation; hold a public hearing; consider all options for renovation, adaptive reuse, and redevelopment; and forward a written
recommendation to the landmark commission. The historic preservation officer shall provide administrative support to the economic



review panel. The economic review panel’s recommendation must be based on the same standard for approval to be used by the
landmark commission. An application of no economically viable use will not be considered complete until the economic review panel
has made its recommendation to the landmark commission. If the economic review panel is unable to reach a consensus, the report will
indicate the majority and minority recommendations.

         (B)   Within 65 days after submission of a complete application, the landmark commission shall hold a public hearing and shall
approve or deny the application. If the landmark commission does not make a final decision within that time, the building official shall
issue a permit to allow the requested demolition or removal. The property owner has the burden of proof to establish by clear and
convincing evidence the necessary facts to warrant favorable action by the landmark commission.

      (4)   Standard for approval.  The landmark commission shall deny the application unless it makes the following findings:

         (A)   The landmark commission must deny an application to replace a structure with a new structure unless it finds that:

            (i)   the new structure is more appropriate and compatible with the historic overlay district than the structure to be demolished or
removed; and

            (ii)   the owner has the financial ability and intent to build the new structure. The landmark commission must first approve the
predesignation certificate of appropriateness or certificate of appropriateness for the proposed new structure and the guarantee agreement
to construct the new structure before it may consider the application to demolish or remove.

         (B)   The landmark commission must deny an application of no economically viable use of the property unless it finds that:

            (i)   the structure is incapable of earning a reasonable economic return unless the demolition or removal is allowed (a reasonable
economic return does not have to be the most profitable return possible);

            (ii)   the structure cannot be adapted for any other use, whether by the owner or by a purchaser, which would result in a
reasonable economic return; and

            (iii)   the owner has failed during the last two years to find a developer, financier, purchaser, or tenant that would enable the
owner to realize a reasonable economic return, despite having made substantial ongoing efforts to do so.

         (C)   The landmark commission must deny an application to demolish or remove a structure that poses an imminent threat to public
health or safety unless it finds that:

            (i)   the structure constitutes a documented major and imminent threat to public health and safety;

            (ii)   the demolition or removal is required to alleviate the threat to public health and safety; and

            (iii)   there is no reasonable way, other than demolition or removal, to eliminate the threat in a timely manner.

         (D)   The landmark commission must deny an application to demolish or remove a structure that is noncontributing to the historic
overlay district because it is newer than the period of historic significance unless it finds that:

            (i)   the  structure  is non-contributing to the historic overlay district;

            (ii)   the structure is newer than the period of historic significance for the historic overlay district; and

            (iii)   demolition of the structure will not adversely affect the historic character of the property or the integrity of the historic
overlay district.

      (5)   Appeal. The chair of the landmark commission shall give verbal notice of the right to appeal at the time a decision on the
application is made. If the applicant is not present at the hearing, the director shall inform the applicant of the right to appeal in writing
within 10 days after the hearing. Any interested person may appeal the decision of the landmark commission to the city plan commission
by filing a written notice with the director within 30 days after the date of the decision of the landmark commission. If no appeal is made
of a decision to approve the certificate for demolition or removal within the 30-day period, the building official shall issue the permit to
allow demolition or removal. If an appeal is filed, the city plan commission shall hear and decide the appeal within 65 days after the date
of its filing. The director shall forward to the city plan commission a complete record of the matter being appealed, including a transcript
of the tape of the hearing before the landmark commission. In considering an appeal, the city plan commission shall review the landmark
commission record and hear and consider arguments from the appellant and the representative for the landmark commission. The city
plan commission may only hear new testimony or consider new evidence that was not presented at the time of the hearing before the
landmark commission to determine whether that testimony or evidence was available at the landmark commission hearing. If the city
plan commission determines that new testimony or evidence exists that was not available at the landmark commission hearing, the city
plan commission shall remand the case back to the landmark commission in accordance with Subsection (o). In reviewing the landmark
commission decision the city plan commission shall use the substantial evidence standard in Subsection (o). The city plan commission
may reverse or affirm, in whole or in part, modify the decision of the landmark commission, or remand any case back to the landmark
commission for further proceedings. Appeal to the city plan commission constitutes the final administrative remedy.

      (6)   Reapplication.  If a final decision is reached denying a certificate for demolition or removal, no further applications may be
considered for the subject matter of the denied certificate for demolition or removal for one year from the date of the final decision
unless:

         (A)   the certificate for demolition or removal has been denied without prejudice; or

         (B)   the landmark commission waives the time limitation because the landmark commission finds that there are changed
circumstances sufficient to warrant a new hearing. A simple majority vote by the landmark commission is required to grant the request



for waiver of the time limitation.

      (7)   Expiration.  A certificate for demolition or removal expires if the work authorized by the certificate for demolition or removal is
not commenced within 180 days from the date of the certificate for demolition or removal. The director may extend the time for
commencement of work upon written request by the applicant showing circumstances beyond the control of the applicant. If the
certificate for demolition or removal expires, a new certificate for demolition or removal must first be obtained before the work can be
commenced.

   (i)   Certificate for demolition for a residential structure with no more than 3,000 square feet of floor area pursuant to court order.

      (1)   Findings and purpose.  Demolition of a historic structure constitutes an irreplaceable loss to the quality and character of the city. 
Elimination of substandard structures that have been declared urban nuisances and ordered demolished pursuant to court order is
necessary to prevent blight and safeguard the public health, safety, and welfare.  Therefore, the procedures in this subsection seek to
preserve historic structures while eliminating urban nuisances.

      (2)   Notice to landmark commission by email.  A requirement of this subsection that the landmark commission be provided written
notice of a matter is satisfied if an email containing the required information is sent to every member of the landmark commission who
has provided an email address to the director.

      (3)   Referral of demolition request to landmark commission and director.  When a city department requests the city attorney’s office
to seek an order from a court or other tribunal requiring demolition of a residential structure with no more than 3,000 square feet of floor
area on a property subject to a predesignation moratorium or in a historic overlay district, that department shall provide written notice to
the landmark commission and director of that request within two business days after the date it makes the request.  The notice must
include a photograph of the structure, the address of the property, and (if known) the name, address, and telephone number of the
property owner.  If the city attorney’s office determines that the department did not provide the required notice, the city attorney’s office
shall provide that notice within two business days after the date it determines that the department did not provide the notice.

      (4)   Notice of court proceedings to landmark commission and director.  The city attorney’s office shall provide written notice to the
landmark commission and director at least 10 days before any hearing before a court or other tribunal where the city attorney’s office
seeks an order requiring demolition of a residential structure with no more than 3,000 square feet of floor area subject to a predesignation
moratorium or in a historic overlay district.  If a court or other tribunal orders demolition of the structure subject to a predesignation
moratorium or in a historic overlay district, the city attorney’s office shall provide written notice to the landmark commission and
director within five days after the order is signed and provided to the city attorney’s office.

      (5)   Application.  If the city or a property owner seeks demolition of a residential structure with no more than 3,000 square feet of
floor area subject to a predesignation moratorium or in a historic overlay district pursuant to an order from a court or other tribunal
requiring demolition obtained by the city, a complete application for a certificate for demolition must be submitted to the landmark
commission.  Within 10 days after submission of an application, the director shall notify the city’s representative or the property owner
in writing of any documentation required but not submitted.  The application must be accompanied by the following documentation
before it will be considered complete:

         (A)   An affidavit in which the city representative or the property owner affirms that all information submitted in the application is
correct.

         (B)   Records depicting the current condition of the structure, including drawings, pictures, or written descriptions, and including
Historic American Buildings Survey or Historic American Engineering Records documentation if required by law or agreement.

         (C)   A signed order from a court or other tribunal requiring the demolition of the structure in a proceeding brought pursuant to
Texas Local Government Code Chapters 54 or 214, as amended.

         (D)   A copy of a written notice of intent to apply for a certificate for demolition that was submitted to the director and the
landmark commission at least 30 days before the application.

         (E)   Any other evidence the city representative or property owner wishes to submit in support of the application.

      (6)   Hearing.  Within 40 days after submission of a complete application, the landmark commission shall hold a public hearing to
determine whether the structure should be demolished. If the landmark commission does not make a final decision on the application or
suspend the granting of the certificate of demolition pursuant to this subsection within that time, the building official shall issue a
demolition permit to allow the demolition.  The city representative or the property owner has the burden of proof to establish by a
preponderance of the evidence the necessary facts to warrant favorable action by the landmark commission.

      (7)   Standard for approval.  The landmark commission shall approve the certificate for demolition if it finds that:

         (A)   a court or other tribunal has issued a final order requiring the demolition of the structure pursuant to Texas Local Government
Code Chapters 54 or 214, as amended; and

         (B)   suspension of the certificate for demolition is not a feasible option to alleviate the nuisance in a timely manner.

      (8)   Suspension.  The purpose of the suspension periods is to allow an interested party to rehabilitate the structure as an alternative to
demolition.

         (A)   Residential structures with no more than 3,000 square feet of floor area.

            (i)   Initial suspension period.

               (aa)   The landmark commission may suspend the granting of the certificate for demolition until the next regularly scheduled



landmark commission meeting (the initial suspension period) to allow time to find a party interested in rehabilitating the structure.

               (bb)   If during the initial suspension period no interested party is identified, the landmark commission shall grant the certificate
for demolition.

               (cc)   If during the initial suspension period an interested party is identified, the landmark commission shall suspend the
granting of the certificate for demolition for no more than two more regularly scheduled landmark commission meetings (the extended
suspension period).

            (ii)   Extended suspension period.

               (aa)   During the extended suspension period, the interested party shall:

                  [1]   submit an application for a predesignation certificate of appropriateness or a certificate of appropriateness;

                  [2]   provide evidence that the interested party has or will obtain title to the property and has authority to rehabilitate the
structure, or is authorized to rehabilitate the property by a party who has title to the property or has the right to rehabilitate the property;

                  [3]   provide evidence that the structure and property have been secured to prevent unauthorized entry; and

                  [4]   provide a guarantee agreement that:

                     [A]   contains a covenant to rehabilitate the structure by a specific date, in accordance with the predesignation certificate of
appropriateness process or certificate of appropriateness, which the landmark commission may extend if the interested party shows
circumstances preventing rehabilitation of the structure by that date that are beyond the control of the interested party;

                     [B]   is supported by a performance and payment bond, letter of credit, escrow agreement, cash deposit, or other similar
enforceable arrangement acceptable to the director to ensure rehabilitation of the structure; and

                     [C]   is approved as to form by the city attorney.

               (bb)   If during the extended suspension period the interested party does not meet the requirements of Subparagraph (A)(ii), the
landmark commission shall grant the certificate for demolition.

               (cc)   If during the extended suspension period the interested party meets the requirements of Subparagraph (A)(ii), the
landmark commission shall continue to suspend the granting of the certificate for demolition (the continuing suspension period).

            (iii)   Continuing suspension period.

               (aa)   The interested party must rehabilitate the structure to comply with Dallas City Code Chapter 27 and request an inspection
by the city before the end of the continuing suspension period.

               (bb)   At each landmark commission meeting during the continuing suspension period, the interested party shall provide a
progress report demonstrating that reasonable and continuous progress is being made toward completion of the rehabilitation.

               (cc)   If during the continuing suspension period the landmark commission finds that the interested party is not making
reasonable and continuous progress toward completion of the rehabilitation, the landmark commission shall grant the certificate for
demolition, unless the interested party shows circumstances preventing reasonable and continuous progress that are beyond the control of
the interested party.

               (dd)   If during the continuing suspension period the landmark commission finds that the interested party has rehabilitated the
structure to comply with Dallas City Code Chapter 27, the landmark commission shall deny the certificate for demolition.

      (9)   Appeal.  The city representative or property owner may appeal a decision of the landmark commission under this subsection to
the city plan commission by filing a written notice with the director within 10 days after the date of the decision of the landmark
commission.  The city plan commission shall hear and decide the appeal at the next available city plan commission meeting.  The
standard of review shall be de novo, but the director shall forward to the city plan commission a transcript of the landmark commission
hearing. In considering the appeal, the city plan commission may not hear or consider new evidence unless the evidence corrects a
misstatement or material omission at the landmark commission hearing or the evidence shows that the condition of the property has
changed since the landmark commission hearing. The city plan commission chair shall rule on the admissibility of new evidence.  The
city plan commission shall use the same standard required for the landmark commission.  The city plan commission may reverse or
affirm, in whole or in part, modify the decision of the landmark commission, or remand any case back to the landmark commission for
further proceedings;  however, the city plan commission shall give deference to the decision of the landmark commission.  Appeal to the
city plan commission constitutes the final administrative remedy.

      (10)   Expiration. A certificate for demolition expires if the work authorized by the certificate for demolition is not commenced
within 180 days after the date of the certificate for demolition.  The director may extend the time for commencement of work upon
written request by the city representative or the property owner showing circumstances justifying the extension.  If the certificate for
demolition expires, a new certificate for demolition must first be obtained before the work can be commenced.

      (11)   Procedures for all other structures. If the city or a property owner seeks demolition of any structure other than a residential
structure with no more than 3,000 square feet of floor area subject to a predesignation moratorium or in a historic overlay district
pursuant to an order from a court or other tribunal requiring demolition obtained by the city, an application must be filed under
Subsection (h) of this section.

   (j)   Summary abatement by fire marshal.  If the fire marshal finds that conditions on a structure subject to a predesignation moratorium



or in a historic overlay district are hazardous to life or property and present a clear and present danger, the fire marshal may summarily
abate those conditions without a predesignation certificate of appropriateness, certificate of appropriateness, or certificate for demolition.

   (k)   Demolition by neglect.

      (1)   Definition.  Demolition by neglect is neglect in the maintenance of any structure on property subject to the predesignation
moratorium or in a historic overlay district that results in deterioration of the structure and threatens the preservation of the structure.

      (2)   Demolition by neglect prohibited.  No person shall allow a structure to deteriorate through demolition by neglect. All structures
on properties subject to the predesignation moratorium and in historic overlay districts must be preserved against deterioration and kept
free from structural defects. The property owner or the property owner’s agent with control over the structure, in keeping with the city’s
minimum housing standards and building codes, must repair the structure if it is found to have any of the following defects:

         (A)   Parts which are improperly or inadequately attached so that they may fall and injure persons or property.

         (B)   A deteriorated or inadequate foundation.

         (C)   Defective or deteriorated floor supports or floor supports that are insufficient to carry the loads imposed.

         (D)   Walls, partitions, or other vertical supports that split, lean, list, or buckle due to defect or deterioration, or are insufficient to
carry the loads imposed.

         (E)   Ceilings, roofs, ceiling or roof supports, or other horizontal members which sag, split, or buckle due to defect or deterioration,
or are insufficient to support the loads imposed.

         (F)   Fireplaces and chimneys which list, bulge, or settle due to defect or deterioration, or are of insufficient size or strength to carry
the loads imposed.

         (G)   Deteriorated, crumbling, or loose exterior stucco or mortar.

         (H)   Deteriorated or ineffective waterproofing of exterior walls, roofs, foundations, or floors, including broken or open windows
and doors.

         (I)   Defective or lack of weather protection for exterior wall coverings, including lack of paint or other protective covering.

         (J)   Any fault, defect, or condition in the structure which renders it structurally unsafe or not properly watertight.

         (K)   Deterioration of any exterior feature so as to create a hazardous condition which could make demolition necessary for the
public safety.

         (L)   Deterioration or removal of any unique architectural feature which would detract from the original architectural style.

      (3)   Demolition by neglect procedure.

         (A)   Purpose.  The purpose of the demolition by neglect procedure is to allow the landmark commission to work with the property
owner to encourage maintenance and stabilization of the structure and identify resources available before any enforcement action is
taken.

         (B)   Request for investigation.  Any interested party may request that the historic preservation officer investigate whether a
property is being demolished by neglect.

         (C)   First meeting with the property owner.  Upon receipt of a request, the historic preservation officer shall meet with the property
owner or the property owner’s agent with control of the structure to inspect the structure and discuss the resources available for financing
any necessary repairs. After the meeting, the historic preservation officer shall prepare a report for the landmark commission on the
condition of the structure, the repairs needed to maintain and stabilize the structure, any resources available for financing the repairs, and
the amount of time needed to complete the repairs.

         (D)   Certification and notice.  After review of the report, the landmark commission may vote to certify the property as a demolition
by neglect case. If the landmark commission certifies the structure as a demolition by neglect case, the landmark commission shall notify
the property owner or the property owner’s agent with control over the structure of the repairs that must be made. The notice must
require that repairs be started within 30 days and set a deadline for completion of the repairs. The notice must be sent by certified mail.

         (E)   Second meeting with the property owner.  The historic preservation officer shall meet with the property owner or the property
owner’s agent with control over the structure within 30 days after the notice was sent to inspect any repairs completed and assist the
property owner in obtaining any resources available for financing the repairs.

         (F)   Referral for enforcement.  If the property owner or the property owner’s agent with control over the structure fails to start
repairs by the deadline set in the notice, fails to make continuous progress toward completion, or fails to complete repairs by the deadline
set in the notice, the landmark commission may refer the demolition by neglect case to the code compliance department or the city
attorney for appropriate enforcement action to prevent demolition by neglect.

   (l)   Historic preservation incentives.  Consult Article XI, “Development Incentives,” for regulations concerning the tax exemptions,
conservation easements, and transfer of development rights available to structures in historic overlay districts.

   (m)   Historic preservation fund.

      (1)   The department, in cooperation with community organizations, shall develop appropriate funding structures and shall administer
the historic preservation fund.



      (2)   The historic preservation fund is composed of the following funds:

         (A)   Outside funding (other than city general funds or capital funds), such as grants and donations, made to the city for the purpose
of historic preservation and funding partnerships with community organizations.

         (B)   Damages recovered pursuant to Texas Local Government Code Section 315.006 from persons who illegally demolish or
adversely affect historic structures.

      (3)   The outside funding may be used for financing the following activities:

         (A)   Necessary repairs in demolition by neglect cases.

         (B)   Full or partial restoration of low-income residential and nonresidential structures.

         (C)   Full or partial restoration of publicly owned historic structures.

         (D)   Acquisition of historic structures, places, or areas through gift or purchase.

         (E)   Public education of the benefits of historic preservation or the regulations governing historic overlay districts.

         (F)   Identification and cataloging of structures, places, areas, and districts of historical, cultural, or architectural value along with
factual verification of their significance.

      (4)   Damages recovered pursuant to Texas Local Government Code Section 315.006 must be used only for the following purposes:

         (A)   Construction, using as many of the original materials as possible, of a structure that is a reasonable facsimile of a demolished
historic structure.

         (B)   Restoration, using as many of the original materials as possible, of the historic structure.

         (C)   Restoration of another historic structure.

   (n)   Enforcement and criminal penalties.

      (1)   A person is criminally responsible for a violation of this section if:

         (A)   the person owns part or all of the property and knowingly allows the violation to exist;

         (B)    the person is the agent of the property owner or is an individual employed by the agent or property owner; is in control of the
property; knowingly allows the violation to exist; and fails to provide the property owner’s name, street address, and telephone number
to code enforcement officials;

         (C)   the person is the agent of the property owner or is an individual employed by the agent or property owner, knowingly allows
the violation to exist, and the citation relates to the construction or development of the property; or

         (D)   the person knowingly commits the violation or assists in the commission of the violation.

      (2)   Any person who adversely affects or demolishes a structure on property subject to the predesignation moratorium or in a historic
overlay district in violation of this section is liable pursuant to Texas Local Government Code Section 315.006 for damages to restore or
replicate, using as many of the original materials as possible, the structure to its appearance and setting prior to the violation. No
predesignation certificates of appropriateness, certificates of appropriateness, or building permits will be issued for construction on the
site except to restore or replicate the structure. When these restrictions become applicable to a site, the director shall cause to be filed a
verified notice in the county deed records and these restrictions shall be binding on future owners of the property. These restrictions are
in addition to any fines imposed.

      (3)   Prosecution in municipal court for an offense under this section does not prevent the use of other enforcement remedies or
procedures provided by other city ordinances or state or federal laws applicable to the person charged with or the conduct involved in the
offense.

   (o)   Substantial evidence standard of review for appeals.  The city plan commission shall give deference to the landmark commission
decision and may not substitute its judgment for the landmark commission’s judgment. 

      (1)   The city plan commission shall remand the matter back to the landmark commission if it determines that there is new testimony
or evidence that was not available at the landmark commission hearing.

      (2)   The city plan commission shall affirm the landmark commission decision unless it finds that it:

         (A)   violates a statutory or ordinance provision;

         (B)   exceeds the landmark commission’s authority; or

         (C)   was not reasonably supported by substantial evidence considering the evidence in the record.

   (p)   Judicial review of decisions.  The final decision of the city planning commission regarding an appeal of a landmark commission
decision may be appealed to a state district court. The appeal to the state district court must be filed within 30 days after the decision of
the city planning commission. If no appeal is made to the state district court within the 30-day period, then the decision of the city plan
commission is final and unappealable. An appeal to the state district court is limited to a hearing under the substantial evidence rule. 
(Ord. Nos. 19455; 19499; 20585; 21244; 21403; 21513; 21874; 22018; 23506; 23898; 24163; 24542; 24544; 25047; 26286; 27430;
27922; 28073; 28553; 29478, eff. 10/1/14; 31433 )

https://www.amlegal.com/pdffiles/Dallas/31433.pdf
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CITY OF DALLAS

March 8, 2023

**CORRECTION** Via Certified Mail: 7014 2120 0003 4355 9578

Annemarie Bristow
802 Haines Avenue
Dallas, TX 75208

RE: Appeal of Certificate of Demolition:
Hearing - January 9, 2023
338 S Fleming Ave., Case No. CD223-003(RD)

Dear Annemarie Bristow:

Good afternoon, Annemarie Bristow,

Due to an error with the original transcription of the minutes, a correction was required to
show the full transcript. See the attached corrected record for your review.

Please accept my sincerest apologies for any inconveniences this may have caused and let
me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,
Elaine Hill

We have received your correspondence appealing the Landmark Commission's denial
without prejudice of a Certificate of Appropriateness application for 338 S. Fleming
Avenue. Please be advisedthat the City Plan Commission hearing for this appeal is
scheduled for Thursday, March23,_2023. The City Plan Commission meeting will be
held in person and by video conference. Individuals who wish to speak, remotely via
WebEx, in accordance with the City Plan Commission Rules of Procedure, should contact
the Current Planning division at 214-670-4209 by the close of business Tuesday prior to
the scheduled CPC Meeting date. Individuals can also register online at:
https://dallascityhall.com/government/meetings/Pages/city-plan-commission.aspx.

Public Affairs and Outreach will also stream the public hearing on Spectrum Cable
Channel 96 or Channel 99 and bit.ly/cityofdallastv or YouTube.com/CityofDallasCityHall.

The appeal of the decision of the Landmark Commission regarding the application for a
Certificate of Appropriateness is a quasi-judicial action. No communication with City Plan
Commission_members may occur outside the hearing of March23, 2023.

The Dallas Development Code, Section 51A-4.501(g)(6)E) provides the procedures
applicable to a Certificate of Appropriateness appeal. For your convenience, I have
enclosed a copy of the ordinance containing the applicable section and a copy of the
Appeal Procedures.



Annemarie Bristow
338 S. Fleming Avenue
Dallas, TX 75208

Included with this letter is the Landmark Commission record and other related paperwork.
The Landmark Commission record includes all documents related to your specific case
including a transcript of the January 2023 Landmark Commission hearing. As I mentioned
in the email on February 9, 2023, should you wish to provide the City Plan Commission a
brief on the matter, submit a copy to me at Dallas City Hall, 1500 Marilla Street, Room
5CN, Dallas, TX 75201 or to phyllis.hill@dallas.gov by 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, March
8,2023. I will then distribute a copy of your brief to the City Plan Commission. I will also
send you a copy of the brief by the Assistant City Attorney's office.

You may contact me @ 214-670-4206 or email me at Phyllis.hill@dallas.gov if there are
anyquestions regarding the deadline dates. You are encouraged to contact Assistant City
Attorney Daniel Moore at 214-670-7027 if you have any questions regarding the formatcf
the City Plan Commission hearing or other related matters.

Respectfully,

a.#iv
Elaine Hill
Landmark Commission
Coordinator
Office of Historic Preservation

cc: Julia Ryan, Interim Director, Office of Historic Preservation
Stacy Rodriguez, Executive Assistant City Attorney
Daniel Moore, Assistant City Attorney
Theresa Pham, Assistant City Attorney
Dr. Rhonda Dunn, Senior Planner,
Office of Historic Preservation

Office of Historic Preservation - 1500 Marilla Street, Room 5CN - Dallas, TX 75201




